DOOR DETAIL

- LEVER HOLE
  DRILL Ø .750 DIA
  THROUGH TO POCKET CUTOUT

- 5097 BACKPLATE

- NO. 8 FL. PH. UC. S/M/S
  X .375 LG. (3 REQ'D)

LEVER DETAIL
(RIGHT HAND ILLUSTRATED)

- 5032 ROSETTE
  HALF REMOVED

- 120° TYP

- Ø2.125

- .084

- .031 (NYLON SPACER)

- THREAD BUSHING

- .075

- .050 (BRASS SPACER)

- .375

- .281

- 2.941 OVERALL PROJECTION

- 4.618

NOTE:
1. FOR ADDITIONAL LOCK AND DOOR CUTOUT DIMENSIONS,
   SEE APPROPRIATE LOCK TEMPLATE.
2. INSTALLATION PLATES ARE NOT REQ'D FOR THIS TRIM.
3. SPECIFY RIGHT OR LEFT HAND. (NOT REVERSIBLE)

5166 LEVER, W/ROSETTE

TEMPLATE: NO VARIATIONS
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